THE MOST BEAUTIFUL STATUE
IN THE WORLD

TOWN'S PEOPLE

its a wonder, its ti-tan-i-c,

its colossus, its gi-gan-tic, its the most

BEAUTIFUL STATUE IN THE WORLD.

THE MOST EXPENSIVE (ALL JUST
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NOW TREASURED)
 билн велс, они действительно очень-очень многое умеют.

Смотрите на рубин в его мече и на алмазы в его глазах, увидели ли вы когда-нибудь такие ценные камни или даже половину их силы?
ITS BETTER TO GIVE

SWALLOW: "ARE YOU SURE THIS IS WHAT YOU WANT?"
PRINCE: "I'M VERY SURE.

SLOW, MEASURE FOUR

(PRINCE) IT'S

BETTER TO GIVE THAN TO RECEIVE. I BELIEVE. IT'S

A SHADE FASTER

MAKING SOMEONE HAPPY WILL MAKE YOU HAPPY TOO, WHEN
YOU DO GOOD FOR SOMEONE ELSE YOU'RE ALSO DOING

GOOD FOR YOU.
A MIRACLE

ELSE COULD THINGS TURN OUT THIS WAY?

A LITTLE SLOWER

THERE WAS NO FOUR LEAF CLOVER.

THERE WAS NO LUCKY STAR.
I don't have a rabbit's foot, that's just the way things are.